Abstract Newton's law of universal gravitation states that every single point mass attracts every other point mass by an isotropic force pointing along the line combining the two. The force is proportional to the product of the two masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the masses. However, Newton law and its associated general relativity (GR) do not provide complete explanation of nature. First public peek at Gravity Probe B results (GP-B) shows that both geodetic and frame-dragging effects are larger than GR predictions by the gap of about 25 miliarcsecond/yr, i.e., 25 mas/yr. Standard theory of galaxies and the universe is doomed of dark matter and dark energy. I suggest that Einstein relativity is not complete. Mass and rotation (spin) are the basic components of nature and I propose the principle of universal gravitation due to rotation. Any part of a rotational mass generates an anisotropic force which is proportional to the product of the part of mass and its squared relative velocity (relative to light speed c). Similar to Newton law, the force is proportional to the other mass on which the force is exerted and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the two masses. This suggests the possibility of anti-gravity which, however, is hard to achieve. It is shown that the above GP-B gap can be covered by the new gravity. The meaning of Absolute Relativity consists of two points of view. One is the including of my rotational gravity into classical theory. The other is its basis on the existence of the absolute and unique inertial frame of the universe. I also present the quantization of flat-spacetime covariant gravity, and solar application.
a. Introduction
All direct tests of general relativity so far are performed on weak gravitational fields. Their theoretical calculations are all based on a set of coordinate system which has direct meaning of distance, angle, or time. This is possible only when spacetime is flat. Curved spacetime has no such coordinate system. Therefore, all classical tests of GR do not prove curved spacetime and the assumption of curved spacetime is still open for testification. However, the assumption must be false if GR fails to at least one classical test of weak gravity. Gravity probe B experiment (GP-B) provides such possibility of falsifying both Einstein field equation of GR and the assumption of curved-spacetime.
Relativists imagine that the whole universe plus its evolution is a curved 4-dimensional marble in, if possible, 5-dimensional flat space, similar to the 2-dimensional surface of a mountain in our daily 3-dimensional space. However, we human-being can not see the 4-dimensional marble in 5-dimensional space directly. In fact, the most accurate measuring equipments used to measure spatial distances and temporal intervals by scientists, are essentially electromagnetic wave, which is a physical process in nature. Special relativity tells us that the wave lengths and frequencies vary with the reference frames by which we stand, and general relativity tells us that one physical process is affected by other. Therefore, Julian Barber proposed a revolutionary concept many decades ago that there is no time. Time is the impression of changes.
Einstein , s general relativity and his agreement of curved spacetime assumption with mathematicians are solely based on his false imagination that two test masses of different initial speeds share the same local universal acceleration, which is called Einstein Equivalence Principle. However, Galileo testified that two test masses share the same local universal acceleration only when they have identical initial speeds (in fact, zero initial speeds in his case). Now return to curved spacetime assumption. If there were one set of coordinate system (t, x, y, z) (rectangular coordinates) on curved spacetime then the geodesic motion in terms of the coordinates is
which is simply: accelaration = connection times velocity times velocity (2) which says that local accelerations depend on test particle velocities. Even though relativists can find their own definitions of velocities and accelerations on curved spacetime, the above geodesic motion must still hold and two masses of different initial speeds must not share the same local universal acceleration. Therefore, Einstein universal acceleration imagination is contradictory to the assumption of curved spacetime! Real truth is that local accelerations are independent of the masses of test particles which have identical initial speeds. This should be the so-called Equivalence Principle which is testified accurately.
Because of this principle, we can always use Einstein metric form to study gravity, which form does not involve test particle mass. However, this does not mean that the metric has geometric meaning and describes curved spacetime.
To resolve the difficulties of Big Bang theory, I proposed a model of the universe which is based on flat spacetime (He, 2006b) . There is no cosmological expansion and the cosmological redshift is mainly gravitational one. If spacetime is flat then we have inertial frames. He (2006b) proved the existence of the absolute and unique inertial frame of the universe. All other inertial frames are approximate ones and are freely falling (e. g., galactic clusters, individual galaxies, stars, sun, and earth), and form a hierarchical structures. The metric form of general relativity does not describe spacetime and is called refraction metric which like refraction medium is effective to curve light rays and massive bodies. All successful tests of GR are still true with respect to the refractive metric.
In summary, I present the following principles of flat spacetime gravity: (1) Space and time are perceived and measured only by means of physical processes which are static to reference frames; (2) Freely falling mass (frame) in real surroundings always presents gravity and always has the background flat spacetime which were perceived and measured by the mass frame itself if it had approximately zero mass; (3) Spacetime is not curved and the metric form of general relativity (GR) is called refraction metric on flat spacetime which is effective to curve light rays. Similarly we have effective curvature, effective parallel displacement, etc. (4) The refraction metric (gravitational field) of a mass is generally obtained by holonomic or nonholonomic coordinate transformations. This paper presents the other important principle. Einstein relativity is not complete. Mass and rotation are the basic components of nature and I propose the principle of universal gravitation due to rotation. Any part of a rotational mass generates an anisotropic force which is proportional to the product of the part of masse and its squared relative velocity. Similar to Newton law, the force is proportional to the point mass on which the force is exerted and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the two masses. The new gravity is justified by the experimental detection of gravitomagnetic London moment by Tajmar et al (2006) . This principle and the above-mentioned principles are called Absolute Relativity.
These principles are to be testified by GP-B and other experiments. Fortunately, preliminary calculations based on the principles match observational facts consistently with solar system, galaxies, and the universe on the whole (He, 2005a (He, , b, c, 2006a . Now we focus on Gravity Probe B experiment. GR formulas of gyroscope precession in weak gravity are heuristically derived by applying a series of coordinate transformations. This paper shows that the application of rotational coordinate transformation which corresponds to the addition of the above rotational gravity, is needed. First public peek at GP-B results shows that both geodetic and frame-dragging effects are larger than GR predictions by the amount of about 25 mas/yr (see Figure 1 which is taken from Everitt (2007) ). It is suggested that the gap can be covered by applying the above coordinate transformation, i. e., adding the rotational gravity. We wait for the final release of GP-B data analysis in the coming December and see if my calculation is confirmed. Here I present my calculation of gyroscope precession in the following Section b. Section c is a simple discussion of motional gravity. Section d is conclusion.
b. Absolute Relativistic Formulation of Gyroscope Precession in Weak Gravity.
Adler and Silbergleit (2006) gave heuristic derivation of the formulas of gyroscope precession in weak gravity by applying a series of coordinate transformations. One of my new flat spacetime principles is that the refraction metric (gravitational field) of a mass is generally obtained by holonomic or nonholonomic coordinate transformations. This paper shows that the application of rotational coordinate transformation is needed. Here is the detailed calculation of gyroscope precession in weak gravitational field of earth.
My other principle says that the freely falling earth in real surroundings always presents gravity and always has the background flat spacetime which were perceived and measured by the earth itself if it had approximately zero mass and had no rotation. If earth had zero mass and no rotation then earth were the inertial reference frame which measured negligible gravity and we had the familiar Minkowski metric form,
where c is light speed and (T, → R) is the Cartesian rectangular coordinate system which has direct meaning of distance and time. In reality, earth has mass and gravitation, and light rays no longer go straight lines in earth neighborhood. The observationally verified Schwarzschild solution in isotropic coordinates (Adler and Silbergleit (2006) , page 5) which described the refraction metric of earth if earth were stationary (no rotation), is, to first order approximation
where G and M are gravitational constant and earth mass, respectively, and (t, → r ) is exactly the same Cartesian rectangular coordinate system (T, → R) according to my flat spacetime theory of gravity. That is, (t, → r ) (≡ (T, → R)) were perceived and measured by means of physical processes which were static to the earth frame if earth had zero mass and no rotation. Therefore, ds 2 is no longer the physical proper distance on curved spacetime. All formal calculation of general relativity can be carried over to my theory but no geometric interpretation is allowed here. The coordinates t, x, φ are our physical time, physical distance, and physical angle respectively. However, they can not be measured directly because any measuring equipment (physical process) is also affected by the gravitation of the non-zero mass itself. Therefore, my theory always describes the gravity of freely-falling mass based on the flat spacetime coordinate system which were perceived and measured by the mass itself if it had zero mass and no rotation. According to , the above Schwarzschild solution (4) is obtained from (3) by taking a nonholonomic coordinate transformation,
To proceed, however, Adler and Silbergleit (2006, page 5) missed the consideration of rotational coordinate transformation. Earth has rotation with respect to the above inertial reference frame and it is the rotation that gives both geodetic and frame-dragging effects. Now we want to know the refraction metric of rotational earth described by people resting on the earth itself. Based on the rotational frame, the earth has no rotation and we observe no motional gravity. The coefficients of Schwarzschild solution describe Newton universal gravitation due to static (motionless) point mass. Therefore, the diagonal coefficients of the refraction metric observed by people resting on earth are the same as the ones of Schwarzschild solution. Scientists study earth gravity accurately and have never discovered my motional gravity before. This is simply because their equipments rest on earth and observe earth gravity based on the earth rotational frame. GP-B experiment took place in outer space inside a satellite and its data analysis is based on the earth inertial frame or even the solar inertial frame. First public peek at Gravity Probe B results (GP-B) shows that both geodetic and frame-dragging effects are larger than GR predictions by the gap of about 25 mas/yr. This gap does result from motional gravity as explained in the following.
The rotational frame, however, is not inertial one and the corresponding refraction metric must be different from Schwarzschild solution which describes gravity in inertial frame. Therefore, the only way to change Schwarzschild solution (4) into the one which describes gravitational field with respect to rotational reference frame is to add off-diagonal components. I add the following off-diagonal component,
where ω is the angular speed of the rotating earth, f is a constant (we will find out that f ≥ 4 covers the gap from GR frame-dragging prediction), and (t r , s, φ r , z) is the cylindrical coordinate system for the rotating earth while (t, s, φ, z) is the corresponding cylindrical coordinate system for non-rotating earth: the inertial frame. The off-diagonal term depends on both earth mass and rotational rate. The refraction metric in the rotating frame is,
c cdt r sdφ (in rotating earth frame)
Note that the above formula when we choose f = 8, is exactly the standard GR metric form which is used to describe gyroscopic procession with respect to earth inertial frame, i. e., the earth frame if it had no rotation. First public peek at Gravity Probe B results (GP-B) shows that both geodetic and frame-dragging effects are larger than GR predictions by the gap of about 25 mas/yr. Therefore, standard GR metric form fails. It misses a rotational coordinate transformation as explained in the following.
Now we should return to the inertial frame, i. e., the earth frame if it had no rotation, and find its corresponding refraction metric which makes prediction on GP-B data. Unfortunately, a century after Einstein proposed his special theory of relativity, we have not had a sound theory of relativistic rotation (Klauber, 2006 )! Instead of taking a global rotational coordinate transformation, Adler and Silbergleit (2006, page 5) considered local Lorentz transformation. The transformation, however, applies to straight motion at constant speed only. Because Lorentz transformation is homogeneous and describes homogeneous motion, it is highly suggestible to generalize Lorentz transformation into inhomogeneous one which describes global rotation. Therefore, I have the following global rotational Lorentz transformation, to first order approximation in cylindrical coordinates,
where ω and M are the rotational rate and mass of earth, respectively. After the global transformation, the refraction metric (7) in rotational frame becomes finally the required metric in inertial frame,
Now we have the rotational terms, M c 2 r s 2 ω 2 c 2 , which produce rotational gravity. Therefore, negligible but rotating mass will still generate measurable gravitomagnetic effect. Martin Tajmar et al (2006) did observe such effect. Therefore, our choice of motional gravity is justifiable. GR calculation, however, is based on Einstein field equation whose resulting metric components have no rotational gravity. GR fails to the explanation of the phenomena observed by Tajmar et al (2006) . We know that diagonal components contribute to geodetic effect while off-diagonal component contributes to frame-dragging effect. The above rotational gravity will generate additional geodetic effect to cover the gap of GP-B data from GR prediction. Now, we consider the off-diagonal component. The choice of f ≥ 4 will generate additional framedragging effect to cover the gap of GP-B data from GR prediction. The global rotational Lorentz transformation has unsymmetrical denominators.
The above result applies to mass of small size only. Real mass (the earth) is a finite distribution of masses. We use superposition law to achieve its refraction metric. Now we see my principle of universal gravitation of motions. Any part of a rotational mass generates an anisotropic force which is proportional to the product of the part of mass and its squared relative velocity. Similar to Newton law, the force is proportional to the point mass on which the force is exerted and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the masses:
The new gravity is justified by the experimental detection of gravitomagnetic London moment by Tajmar et al (2006) . Now we use superposition law and finally obtain the refraction metric for our earth,
where
where ρ is earth mass density and v is its linear velocity due to earth rotation. The terms with subscript 1 are exactly the solution of the linearized Einstein field equation and the ones with subscript 2 are my suggestion. When applied to the rotational earth and the orbiting gyroscopes of GPB, GR predicts smaller results of both geodetic and frame-dragging effects by the amount of about 25 mas/yr. This gap can be simply covered by adding the motional gravity Φ 2 and the off-diagonal term in non-inertial rotational frame h 2 . This suggestion is left for further investigation.
c. Is Rotational Gravity a Consistent Assumption?
Since we have gravitational field (11) (refraction metric form), we can study the motion of a test particle or a gyroscope in the field. The metric form tells us that the gravity due to mass, Φ 1 , is isotropic while the gravity due to motion, Φ 2 , is anisotropic. Comparing the formula (10) with Newton law, we know that the amplitude of rotational gravity is proportional to the squared relative velocity while the amplitude of Newton gravity is proportional to the gravitational constant:
1. For GP-B experiment, the difference is
which is comparable to the first result of GP-B data: 25 mas/yr ∝ 6606 mas/yr. 2. For sun, ∼ 10 −13 ∝ ∼ 10
Therefore, the usually quoted value of mass of sun by scientist is not its real mass. It is the real mass plus its 'motional mass , due to rotation. The mass of sun is less than the quoted value 5.98 × 10 30 by at most one percent. 3. We know that rotational gravity depends on velocity. It is interesting that spiral galaxies have masses towards their centers exponentially but the velocity of their components is approximately constant. Therefore, galaxy constant rotational velocity is mainly due to their rotational gravity! I do not seek further evidences. We spend billions of dollars to look for dark matter and dark energy. Why not spend millions of dollars to repeat the experimental detection of gravitomagnetic London moment performed by Tajmar et al (2006) ?
d. Conclusion
Standard calculation of gyroscope precession is based on the curved spacetime assumption and Einstein field equation. The assumption encounters tremendous difficulty in the explanation of galaxies, galaxy clusters, and the universe on the whole while classical tests of GR do not prove curved spacetime. In curved spacetime no coordinate system has direct meaning of length, time, and angle. However, the curved spacetime assumption must be false if GR fails to at least one classical test of weak gravity. Gravity probe B experiment (GP-B) provides such possibility. First public peek at GP-B results shows that both geodetic and frame-dragging effects are larger than GR predictions by the amount of about 25 mas/yr (see Figure 1) . It is suggested in this paper that the gap can be covered by applying rotational coordinate transformation which corresponds to introducing rotational gravity. We wait for the final release of GP-B data analysis in the coming December and see if my calculation is confirmed. 
Introduction
Gravity is the oldest known interaction yet the least understood. Gravitational force is generally considered a static force, a stereotype of "action-at-a-distance" which implies infinite velocity of propagation. One of the foundational theories discovered in the twentieth century is the theory of special relativity which requires any force be transmitted with velocity less than or equal to c, the light speed. The theory assumes flat background spacetime of Minkowski metric and requires a covariant four-dimensional form for all laws of mechanics. For example (Goldstein, 1950) , the Lagrangian of any force should be an invariant property of the corresponding system only, independent of the particular coordinate system used, and we expect it to be a world scalar, invariant under all Lorentz transformations. Specifically, we should not treat time t as a parameter entirely distinct from the spatial coordinates. An invariant parameter p must be chosen and the common velocityẋ i must be replaced by the generalized velocity, dx α /dp. The correct expression of Lagrangian in four-dimensional language should be
and its action is I = L(x α , dx α dp , p)dp
with both I and L as world scalars. Such covariant Lagrangian on flat spacetime leads to the Hamiltonian of the system by a Legendre transformation. The common procedure, P i ∝ ∇, produces the quantization of the system. Gravity has been given a covariant theory, GR, which is covariant according to general coordinate transformations on curved spacetime. Because gravity is connected to the curvature of spacetime (geometrization), a covariant Hamiltonian formulation is denied. Due to the same reason, we do not see an acceptable quantized theory of gravity. In fact, the basic assumption of geometrization has fault. A simple mathematical fact is that curvature can not be cancelled by any coordinate transformation. For example, a sphere surface can not be changed into flat surface by any coordinate transformation. However, GR is claimed to be based on the following simple fact on static homogenous gravity. Particle's acceleration in static homogeneous gravitational field is cancelled by any reference frame of the same accelerating direction and the same accelerating rate. This is straightforward because any test particle in the field, with fixed directions of its attached axes, sees other test particles moving on straight lines with constant speeds. The frames are commonly called the freely-falling ones. Therefore, homogeneous gravity can be cancelled by coordinate transformation and can not be geometrized. The only possible description on homogeneous gravity is a theory on flat spacetime. Any inhomogeneous gravitational field can be considered to be static and homogeneous within small zone of spacetime. Geometrization (GR) has difficulty in the description of gravity.
Therefore, spacetime must be flat with Minkowski metric η ij . Because the equation of motion based on the Schwarzschild metric form passed solar tests successfully, suggests a theory of gravity which is the same as GR except that spacetime is flat. That is, the theory is general covariant with all curvilinear coordinate transformation (including non-curvilinear Lorentz transformation). The metric tensor is called effective metric and measures the gravitational "medium" which is generated by the corresponding mass distribution. The "medium" curves the motion of (test) particles (i. e., extremizing effective distances) in the similar way the dielectric medium curves the propagation of light waves (extremizing refractive index n). Following the same principle, the present paper considers the metric form to be a Lagrangian defined on flat spacetime. Therefore, the Lagrangian is general covariant, and space and time are considered as entirely similar coordinates in world space. In the case of the gravitational field of single point mass, the common procedure, P → − ih∇ leads to the quantization of the corresponding Hamiltonian, where P i are the canonical momentum to x i andh is the quantization constant of macrophysics whose counterpart is the Planck constanth. The corresponding wave differential equation has exact solution. For the Schwarzschild radius r g = GM/c 2 of solar mass, the first order approximation of the solution is the well-known wave function Ψ nl of Hydrogen atom. Nottale, Schumacher, and Gay (1997) gave an excellent fit of the wave function to the distributions of planetary distances and planetary masses. Because the above-said Lagrangian is homogeneous of the generalized velocity components dx α /dp, the wave function is independent of the quantization constanth and we are not troubled with its determination. The observable quantities depend only on the quantum numbers (e. g., n, l) and the gravitational strength r g , and a consistent description of solar quantization is given.
Section 2 discusses the covariant description of vanishing gravity. Section 3 discusses the covariant Lagrangian formulation of gravity and presents the solution of a solvable Lagrangian for the gravitational field of a single point mass. Section 4 discusses the quantization of the solvable Lagrangian. Section 5 presents its solar application. Section 6 is conclusion.
Covariant Description of Vanishing Gravity
(i) Lagrangian. The present paper deals with gravitational interaction only, no other interaction being involved. Newton's first law of motion that a particle in a vanishing gravitational field must move in straight direction with a constant (or zero) velocity with respect to any inertial frame txyz, can be described by the language of relativity by introducing Minkowski metric η αβ and proper distance s to the frame, − 1 2s
p is the curve parameter in the 4-dimentional flat spacetime which can be chosen ∝ s (an invariant parameter, or ∝s, another invariant parameter in the following) , x 0 = ct, x 1 = x, x 2 = y, x 3 = z, c is light speed, and η 00 = −1, η 11 = η 22 = η 33 = 1, η αβ = 0(α = β). Note that, from now on, all letters with grave accent (e. g.,x) denotes the derivative of the quantity (e. g. x) with the curve parameter p. This is to be distinguished from the dot accent (e. g.,ẋ) which is the derivative of the quantity (e. g. x) with time t (a common notation). The array η αβ is the Minkowski metric which is the basis of special relativity. I call the distance s along the curves of spacetime by real distance because I will introduce a new term, effective distances. The real distance is generally called proper distance which can be negative because the matrix η αβ is indefinite. The indefinite quadratic form (3) is the generalization of Pythagoras theorem to Minkowski spactime.
It is straightforward to show that the first Newton law of motion (vanishing gravity) is the result of variation principle applied to the Lagrangian L (the formula (3)). That is, I need to prove that the motion of straight direction with constant velocity from p A to p B is such that the line integral,
is an extremum for the path of motion. The resulting Lagrange's equation is d dp
This is exactly the motion of straight direction with constant velocity, dx 0 dp = constant, dx i dp = constant, i = 1, 2, 3.
We can choose dt/dp = 1. Then
I recovered the first Newton's law by introducing the Lagrangian and Minkowski metric (3). In fact, choosing a new Lagrangian which is any monotonous function of the orginal Lagrangian results the same Lagrange's equation. For example, choose the Lagrangian
The resulting Lagrange's equation is the same formula (7). The resulting line integral,
is the proper distance along the line. Therefore, the Lagrange's equation describes the path of motion which has shortest proper distance between the two spacetime points corresponding to parameters p A and p B respectively.
(ii) Hamiltonian. To quantize gravity according to common procedure, however, we need a Lerendre transformation to transform the Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian which represents classical total energy. In the present section we deal with the motion of free particle (vanishing gravity). Now we derive the Hamiltonian of unit mass based on the Lagrangian (3). The canonical momentums to x α , α = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the following,
cdt dp
Therefore, the Hamiltonian of the free particle is
If we choose dt dp = 1 (13) then P 2 0 = c 2 and finally the Hamiltonian (total energy) is
We see that the spatial part of the Hamiltonian corresponds to kinetic energy while the temporal part corresponds to potential energy. Both energies are constants. The potential energy is −c 2 which is chosen to be zero in non-covariant theory.
Einstein's Metric Form Considered to be the Lagrangian on Flat Spacetime and a Solvable Lagrangian
(i) Geometrization of Gravity (GR). It is more important to consider test particle's motion in an inertial frame in which the particle does experience gravitational force. In the frame, the particle no longer moves in straight direction with a constant (or zero) velocity. The motion is described in good approximation by the Newton's universal law of gravitation which is, however, a non-relativistic theory and needs to be generalized to give account for the solar observations which deviate from Newton laws' calculation. Einstein's general relativity (GR) is the most important try toward the generalization. The basic assumption of GR can break into two parts. The part-one assumption of GR is the simple replacement of the above matrix η αβ by a tensor field g αβ whose components are position functions on spacetime, instead of the constants ±1,
Similar to the description in the case of vanishing gravity, the motion of the particle from p A to p B in the gravitational field is such that the line integral (5) is an extremum for the path of motion. Therefore, the equation of motion is the corresponding Lagrange's equation which is exactly the known geodesic equation given in the general theory of relativity (GR). However, when we call the Lagrange's equation by geodesic equation, we mean that the spacetime is curved and the real distance on the curved spacetime is √ −2L =s. This kind of explanation of the Lagrangian is called Einstein's geometrization of gravity, which is the part two assumption of GR. The tensor field g αβ in (15) is called the metric of the curved spacetime.
(ii) Failure of the geometrization of homogeneous gravity. The geometrization of gravity is claimed to be based on the following simple fact on static homogenous gravity. Particle's acceleration in static homogeneous gravitational field is cancelled by any reference frame of the same accelerating direction and the same accelerating rate. This is straightforward because any test particle in the field, with fixed directions of its attached axes, sees other test particles moving on straight lines with constant speeds. The frames are commonly called freely-falling ones. I denote the frame by τ ξ where τ stands for time axis while ξ stands for the space axis which is the direction of homogeneous gravity g. Because the τ ξ coordinate system does not show gravity, its Lagrangian should be described by the formula (3). The tx coordinate system presents homogeneous gravity, which should be described by (15). The global space-time coordinate transformation between the two coordinate systems is
( 16) where g is the constant gravitational field. However, the geometrization of homogeneous gravity fails. In fact, Einstein's geometrization of gravity refuses any cancellation of gravitational field by a global spacetime coordinate transformation, because of a mathematical theorem. The theorem is that if the spacetime txyz is curved then there is no global coordinate transformation
which transforms the quadratic form (15) into (3), and, if there is such coordinate transformation then the spacetime must be flat. The theorem is easily understood. For simplicity, consider the case of space not the case of spacetime. For better imagination, consider two dimensional space (surface) not three dimensional space. The simplest surfaces are the flat plane and the curved sphere surface. The quadratic form for plane ξη is ds 2 = dξ 2 + dη 2 , which is exactly the Pythagoras theorem of right triangle. The quadratic form for sphere surface has a similar but definitely positive form to (15). However, it can never be transformed into the Pythagoras formula by whatever coordinate transformation. In the case of homogeneous gravity, such coordinate transformation does exist which is the formula (16). Therefore, the spacetime txyz which presents homogeneous gravity must be flat. Therefore, Einstein's geometrization fails to the description of homogeneous gravity. Any inhomogeneous gravitational field can be considered to be static and homogeneous within small zone of spacetime. However, I have shown that geometrization fails to the description of homogeneous gravity. This is the main weakness of GR. Further more, the metric of the geometrization has to be determined by spacetime curvature and the corresponding Einstein equation is highly nonlinear and complicated. The common spatial parameters like distances and angles can not be computed directly from any coordinate system. They are determined by the metric because spacetime is curved.
GR encounters many difficulties. Theoretically, the total gravitational energy is not covariantly defined and the gravitational field can not be quantized because it is connected to the space-time background itself. Realistically, Einstein equation permits very few metric solutions. Anisotropic and non-vacuum metric solutions which deal with 2-dimentional mass distributions like spiral galaxy disks do not exist in literature, to my knowledge. Astronomic observations reveal many problems which can not be resolved by GR and people resort to dark matter. Zhytnikov and Nester (1994) 's study indicates that the possibility for any geometrized gravity theory to explain the behavior of galaxies without dark matter is rather improbable. Therefore, looking for a non-geometrized yet relativistic gravitational theory of galaxies is of great interest. The present paper and He (2005c) provide a preliminary theory of the kind.
GR is widely accepted because some of its calculations are testified by solar measurements. However, the curvature of space-time was never measured and it is never proved that there exists no other dynamical equation similar to the one of Schwarzschild metric whose solution gives the same or similar first-order predictions for solar system as GR. shows the existence.
(iii) Metric form considered to be the Lagrangian on flat spacetime and a solvable Lagrangian. The present paper abandons the geometrization of gravity and requires that spacetime be flat with its only geometric quantity being the Minkowski metric η αβ . Because the equation of motion based on the Schwarzschild metric form passed solar tests successfully, suggests a theory of gravity which is the same as GR except that spacetime is flat. That is, the theory is general covariant with respect to all curvilinear coordinate transformation (including non-curvilinear Lorentz transformation). The metric tensor is called effective metric and measures the gravitational "medium" which is generated by the corresponding mass distribution. The "medium" curves the motion of (test) particles (i. e., extremizing effective distances) in the similar way the dielectric medium curves the propagation of light waves (extremizing refractive index n). The present paper considers the metric form to be a Lagrangian defined on flat spacetime and focuses on the static gravity of a single point mass. In order for the quantization of the resulting Hamiltonian to have exact solution, I need to consider the following diagonal metric form,
is the Schwarzschild radius, M is the central point mass, and G is the gravitational constant. The Lagrandian is called solvable Lagrangian because its quantization admits exact solution. The Lagrangian is a little different from the Schwarzschild metric form,
For solar system, 2r g /r ≪ 1 and only the first-order approximations (in 2r g /r) of the metric coefficients are testified. Therefore, we are interested in the approximations. These approximations of the Schwarzschild coefficients are −1 × 2r g /r to the term − (iv) Integration of the Lagrange's equations of the solvable Lagrangian. Due to the spatially isotopic effective metric, the test particle's spatial motions are planar. Therefore, we can choose θ = π/2 in (18). Particle's motion follows the corresponding Lagrange's equation. The integration of the temporal Lagrange's equation is dt dp = aD(r)
where a is an arbitrary constant. From now on we choose a = 1, dt dp = D(r).
The integration of the Lagrange's equation which corresponds to φ is D(r)r 2 dφ dp = J.
Furthermore, we have the integration of the Lagrange's equation which corresponds to radius r, with the help of the other solutions, D(r) dr dp
(v) The first-order solar predictions of the solvable Lagrangian. While geometrization requires spacetime curvature to determine gravitational metric (Einstein equation), the Lagrangian on flat-spacetime has no such constraint. Without the constraint, we are free to see which kinds of Lagrangians give the similar predictions as Schwarzschild metric. Because all solar tests of the Schwarzschild metric are made on its first order approximation in 2r g /r of the metric coefficients, we consider the above-said first-order approximations (f, g, j) . shows that any diagonal effective metric whose first-order approximation is (−1, +1, j), where j is any real numbers, has the same predictions as Schwarschild metric, on the deflection of light by the sun and the precession of perihelia.
However, the prediction on the excess radar echo delay depends on the choice of j. The prediction on the maximum excess delay of the round-trip to Mercury when it is at superior conjunction with respect to Sun is (∆t) max ≃ 19.7(1 + j + 11.2) µ sec.
Our solvable Lagrangian corresponds to j = 1 and its prediction is (∆t) max ≃ 260µ sec while the corresponding result of GR (j = 0) is 240 µ sec. The difference is less than 8 percents. However, there is difficulty in the test. We can transmit radar signals to Mercury at its series of orbital positions around the event of superior conjunction. The time for single round-trip is many minutes and an accuracy of the order of 0.1 µ sec can be achieved (Anderson et al., 1975) . In order to compute an excess time delay, we have to know the time t 0 that the radar signal would have taken in the absence of the sun's gravitation to that accuracy. This accuracy of time corresponds to an accuracy of 15 meters in distance. This presents the fundamental difficulty in the above test. In order to have a theoretical value of t 0 , Shapiro's group proposed to use GR itself to calculate the orbits of Mercury as well as the earth (Shapiro, 1964; Shapiro et al., 1968; Shapiro et al., 1971) . The data of time for the above series of real round-trips minus the corresponding theoretical values of t 0 presents a pattern of excess time delay against observational date and was fitted to the theoretical calculations with a fitting parameter γ. The group and the following researchers found that, among other similar geometrical theories of gravity represented by γ, GR fits the pattern best.
Homiltonian of the Solvable Lagrangian and its Quantization
To quantize gravity according to common procedure, however, we need a Lerendre transformation to transform the solvable Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian which represents the total energy per unit mass. The canonical momentums to x α , α = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the following,
Therefore, the Hamiltonian of the system is
We see that the Hamiltonian H equals to the solvable Larangian L, H = L. We also see that the temporal part of the Hamiltonian is potential energy while the spatial part is kinetic energy. Application of the common procedure,
produces the quantization of the system, wherẽ
The resulting wave equation is
We consider only the eigenstates of energy,
The eigenstates Φ(x, y, z,t) satisfy the equation
I absorb the quantization numberh into the energy constant E. We can not make experiments to measure the energy of solar system which depends on the specific theory used. The observable quantities are the planetary distances and orbital motions. We will not distinguish energy distributions with constant factors and constant terms. We denote 2E/h byẼ. Our wave equation is
We consider only the eigenstates of temporal operator,
The eigenstates Φ(r, θ, φ) satisfy the equation
The solution of the equation is
The Whittacker function WhittackerM(κ, µ, z) is connected to Kummer's function, i. e. confluent hypergeometric function 1 F 1 (α, γ, z), by the following formula
For the wave function to be finite at infinity r = +∞, the confluent function must be a polynomial, that is,
where n r is any non-negative integer. This is the quantization condition for our system of macrophysics. The solution of the condition is
Note that our wave function depends on the spatial quantum numbers n r , l, temporal quantum number ω, and the gravitational strength r g . The quantization numberh is not involved, because our Lagrangian is homogeneous of the generalized velocity components, dx α /dp (see (15) and (33)).
5
Application to Solar System (i) Energy levels in the first order approximation. From equation (36), the peaks of probability density start at the "Bohr radius"
The closer planets to the sun, e. g. Mercury, have approximately such a radius. Because 2l + 1 ≥ 1 and r g ≈ 1.5 × 10 3 m, the quantity ω 2 r 2 g must be very small, ω 2 r 2 g ≪ 1, so that the reciprocal of (38) approaches the required radius. This requirement leads to
in the first order approximation of ω 2 r 2 g . This is the energy level formula for solar system. As usual, we use the quantum number n = n r + l + 1, n = n r + l + 1,
where we have the definition of the "Bohr radius"
Note that real Bohr radius depends on Planck constant and does not depend on any quantum number. However, the "Bohr radius" defined here depends on the temporal quantum number ω and the gravitational strength r g . The quantization numberh is not involved. In the mean time, the WhittackerM function reduces to the radial wave function of Hydrogen atom,
(ii) Fitting the planetary distances. By using the wave function of Hydrogen atom, Nottale, Schumacher, and Gay (1997) gave an excellent fitting of the distributions of planetary distances and planetary masses. The distances of the inner planets (Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, and the main mass peaks of the asteroids belt) can be fitted by the formula a nl = 3 2 n 2 − 1 2 l(l + 1) a ω
where l = n − 1. The probability density peaks of Hydrogen atom wave functions do identify with the formula if we choose ω 1 = 6 × 10 −7 m −1 a ω 1 = 6.3 × 10 9 m
As revealed in Nottale, Schumacher, and Gay (1997) , the distances of the outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) and the one of the center mass of the inner planetary system can be fitted by the formula too if we choose
This constitutes the hierarchical explanation of the quantized planetary distances. Because the coefficients of our solvable Lagrangian (18) do not involve time (static description), the temporal operator has continual quantum number ω (see (34)). However, the formulas (46) and (47) indicate that ω is quantized too. The hierarchical structure of solar system is consistently explained by the quantized values of ω of the temporal operator. In the solar quantization theory of Nottale, Schumacher, and Gay (1997), however, not only the wave function but also the "Bohr radius" involve a so-called universal quantization constant w 0 and the hierarchical structure has to be an additional assumption. Nottale, Schumacher, and Gay (1997) also gave an excellent fragmentation explanation of solar planetary masses based on the same wave function.
6 Conclusion He (2005a and presented models of both spiral and elliptical galaxy patterns which fit to real galaxy images very well. These models can be physically understood only by non-geometric theory of gravity. suggested a theory of gravity which is the same as GR except that spacetime is flat. That is, the theory is general covariant with respect to all curvilinear coordinate transformation (including non-curvilinear Lorentz transformation). Following the same principle, the present paper considers Einstein's metric form to be a Lagrangian defined on flat spacetime. Space and time are considered as entirely similar coordinates in world space. A solvable Lagrangian is proposed which describes the gravitational field of a single point mass. The common procedure, P → − ih∇ leads to the quantization of the corresponding Hamiltonian, where P i are the canonical momentums to x i andh is the quantization constant of macrophysics whose counterpart is the Planck constanth. For the Schwarzschild radius r g = GM/c 2 of solar mass, the first order approximation of the solution is the well-known wave function Ψ nl of Hydrogen atom. Nottale, Schumacher, and Gay (1997) gave an excellent fit of the wave function to the distributions of planetary distances and planetary masses. Because the above-said Lagrangian is homogeneous of the generalized velocity components, dx α /dp, the wave function is independent of the quantization constanth and we are not troubled with its determination. The observable quantities depend only on the quantum numbers (e. g., n, l) and the gravitational strength r g and a consistent description of solar quantization is given. Our theory of gravity is a simple covariant generalization to classical mechanics. It maintains the general formulation of GR except that spacetime is flat. All difficulties related to curved background spacetime are gone. Since the background spacetime is flat, varied kinds of methods developed in classical mechanics and quantum mechanics can be applied to our theory. For example, our solvable Lagrangian and its solution are described in the inertial frame which is static relative to the central mass. It is of great interest to study the resulting effective metric and its physical implication when the frame is changed into a moving inertial frame by a Lorentz transformation. These are left to future exploration.
